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Matthias Contzen, « For You », 2015 (close up), installation, marble mandala, 400cm diameter.

For the occasion of the opening of its two new exhibition spaces, the Loo & Lou Gallery will present Matthias
Contzen’s universe. The first solo exhibition of the artist in France, « Universe » is an invitation to meditate and show
through his work a journey.
The Gallery, will reveal « For You », a remarkable and unreleased piece of art work , created in collaboration with
Philippine Leroy – Beaulieu. The mandala, 4 meters in diameter, is displayed as a circle of light made of 4000 marble
cylinders which recreates its rays. Reflecting from the ground through a lacquer mirror, the spectator is enveloped in
an image of infinity, in a room with sound installation.
« For you » finds itself at the essence of Matthias Contzen’s work at the end of the 00’s, together with the piece
« Planets ». Its 4000 cylinders were collected during the past five years, extracted from the artist’s previous art
works. The installation witnesses the perpetual balance of a complementary universe.

Matthias Contzen, « For You », 2015 (close up), installation, marble mandala, 400cm diameter.

Universe : the word is inevitable to describe Matthias Contzen ‘s artwork. The action of the artist is taken from a
desire to re transcript the essential of the shape itself. « Planet Bean », 2009, « Planet Alpha », 2010, « Planet
Lucky », 2015, and « Star », 2015 are referring to the principle creation of the universe. « My planets appear in the
infinitely big, a few seconds after the big bang. However their shapes were initially inspired by micro sea weed which
appeared on earth more than 150 billion ears ago » Matthias Contzen

Picture of Matthias Contzen’s exibithion « Planet Alpha », 2010, and « Planet Bean », 2009.

Picture of Matthias Contzen’s exibithion « Planet Lucky », 2015, and « Planet Alpha », 2010

Matthias Contzen « Star 1200», 2015, marble, 64 x 64 x 20 cm.

Here, sound create shapes : each planet is composed in a unique way. « I have had since my first sculptures a very
strong intuition to link shapes and sound », explains Matthias Contzen. « My first audio visual installation « Planet »,
in collaboration with Philippine Leroy – Beaulieu, Sven Meyer and John Hassell (during the Nuit – Blache 2014), was
performed live, materializing this idea of coexistence ».The sound installation creates its purpose when linked to the
installation « For You » « It’s with David Hykes, the pioneer of contemplative and cosmic contemporary music, that
we chose to work with » « his room filled with sound fully participates with the censorial experiment that installation
proposes. ».
ABOUT MATTHIAS CONTZEN
Matthias Contzen was born in 1964 in Aschaffenbourg, Germany. He worked first as a musician, he played in
different bands, and took multiplies trips to Europe and Africa. At the beginning of the 80’s, he started creating
sculptures taking place over composing music (something that would still hold an important place in the artist’s work)
In 1987, he was accepted to the European Academy of Fine Arts in Trier, but graduates at the Sculpture Academy of
Munich in 1991. He also obtains a diploma from the design department, at the Arts and Crafts Guild at the Fine Art
school of Sarrebruck and won the third price at the international design contest « Cultures and materials ». Afterwards
he continues his education with a bachelor in sculpture from Mayen. Matthias Contzen has been living near Lisbon,
Portugal since 1998. In 2002 he was rewarded by the « City Desk », the most prestigious portuguese sculpture price,
and nominated in 2003, for the Toyamura International Sculpture Biennale in Japan. In 2009 he co-funded the
Sculpture Factory, Pero Pinhero in the north of Lisbon. An open space to visitors where he is currently works amongst
ten artists.
His encounter with the actress Philippine Leroy – Beaulieu brought him new perspectives towards his work.From their
desire to share experiments with sound, led them towards a project : « Planet » which was presented during the Nuit
Blanche 2014, Paris. It was afterwards associated to the installation « For You », a witness of their common
understanding about nature. Matthias Contzen sculptures are nowadays well integrated in the public spaces : In
Portugal, (Caiscais, Cantanhede, Viseu, Mafra, Madere) but also in Germany, (Mayen), Spain (Corona), Canada
(Toronto) and in the United Arab Emirates (Dubai, in the Burj Khalifat’s gardens). His sculptures are also in numerous
art foundation collections as well as private collections in Europe, the United States, Brazil and India.

ABOUT LOO & LOU GALLERY
Committed both aside young talents and acknoledged artists, the Loo & Lou Gallery opened for the first time in june
2015. with two exhibition spaces : 20 rue Notre-Dame-de-Nazareth and 45 avenue Georges V, near the Champs
Elysées, Paris. These two spaces give Loo & Loo the perfect playground to confront different visions. We offer a
space for new approaches and the possibility of a dialogue between differents artists. Furthermore we aspire to
accompany our artists and their public outside of these wall through colaboration with other galeries and institutions.
Creating interaction around art at its essence. The Loo & Loo gallery was created by Aurélie Deguest and Patrice
Lucas, after their Fondation Loo & Lou for comtemporary art – whos action took form during participation of the Nuit
Blanche in 2013 and 2014 as well as a parnership with the MUDAM – Bruno Blosse has been in charge of the
creation and development of the Loo & Lou Gallery, oppening new paths.
During 13 years, Bruno Blosse worked at the Culture Department of the City of Paris. His love for contemporary art
and his will to work with artists, lead him towards artistic direction and curating.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATIONS :
Loo & Lou Gallery Haut-Marais 20 rue Notre-Dame-de-Nazareth, 75003 Paris open from Tuesday to Saturday, 11am
to 19pm +33 (0) 42 74 03 97
Loo & Lou Gallery Georges V 45 avenue Georges V, 75008 Paris open from Tuesday to Saturday, 11am to 19pm +
33 (0) 1 53 75 40 13
Contact : www.looandlougallery.com facebook/LooandLouGallery contact@looandlougallery.com

